Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns

THE GLOBAL GOALS
For Sustainable Development

Target
Encourage companies, especially large and transnational companies, to adopt sustainable practices and to integrate sustainable information into their reporting cycle.

Indicator
Number of companies in each country that have sustainable practices as part of their company profile.

Static maps for reports, etc.
Dynamic maps for querying country data and links to company websites. Dynamic maps can be delivered also:
- as spatial data servers
- in spatial data infrastructures for explaining complex sources
- report automation/delivering to open data portals.

Collect company name and URL into a spreadsheet. If local names differ from parent company, include the local name. Create a counter to count number of companies. Do this for each country.

Company websites
SDG organisations websites
Spatial data - world map

Other sources:
- Spatial Data Infrastructures,
- Open Government Portals,
- Open Data Access

WMS Internet etc.

Use country counter to create a spreadsheet for the world indicating the number of companies per country.

Dynamic maps can be delivered also:
- as spatial data servers
- in spatial data infrastructures for explaining complex sources
- report automation/delivering to open data portals.

1. Source

2. Make

3. Deliver

Static maps for reports, etc.

Companies involved in sustainable development

Link the spreadsheet to a GIS to create a thematic map of the world to indicate the number of companies. Alternatively use the Table Joining Service (TJS*) to link attribute data to spatial (framework) data.

* http://geoprocessing.info/tjsdoc/ for more information on TJS

The main goal of the ICA Commission on Map Production and Geoinformation management is enhance the study on map production- and process management, geoinformation logistics and geobusiness

Please note:
- Data shown is illustrative and not actual.
- Copyrighted company logos are hereby acknowledged to respective company copyright holders.
- Boundaries in maps may refer to different perceptions on their status and position. This poster series is compiled from various sources but is not intended to express any geopolitical stance, intent, statements, or opinions about the status of countries or their boundaries. Every attempt was made to obtain precise geographic information.
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